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ARTS AND HUMANITIES AMENDMENTS

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

P.L. 93-133

P.L. 93-131

w0uld like to be compensated during their lifetimes. Additionally, we
wish to avoid the inflationary effect within Micronesia which would
probably result from the payment of all claims at once; Micronesia's
economy cannot easily absorb an unstructured input of $25-30 million
in a short period.
This amendment would give the Secretary of the Interior the flexibility to make at least some payments prior to the adjudication of all
claims and their certification by the Commission. It is our intention
that as the claims are adjudicated and certified over the next three or
four years, the Secretary will make at least partial payment on each.
The exact percenta~e of such payments must, of course, take into consideration the total amount of awards made and claims yet to be
adjudicated at any particular time: (For example, let us su1)pose that
the total of a\rards made and claims yet to be adjudicated under Title
I stands, at a certain point in time, at $40 million. Since the fund is
limited to $10 million, no early payment would exceed 25 percent of
the award.) Indeed, we would not expect any payments with the exception of the initial payments on death claims to be made until the
completion of the claims filing period in October 1973, at which time
will be known the total amount of claims sought under each title of
the Act. Final payments will not be made, of course, until it is determined how the total of claims awarded relates to available funds under
each title of the Claims Act.
We believe that the use of a formula that varies according to conditions of the funds and the pending claims will meet fully with a
chief purpose of the original Act-to insure that all claimants are
treated equitably, if the amount of awards should exceed available
funds. In addition, claimants will be compensated more <juickly and
the Micronesian economy will not be disrupted unnecessarily.
The Office of 1\fanagement and Budget has advised tha.t there is no
objection to the presentation of this report from the standpoint of
the Administration's program.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN

ATION ON THE ARTS AND THE
AMENDMENT OF 1973

NATION~~:1~~~ES

P.L. 93-133, see page 528
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DATES OF CONSIDERATION AND PASSAGE
Senate May 2, October 4, 1973
House June 14, October 2, 1973
· rieu o f the House bill.
The Senate bill was passed m
The Senate Report and the Conference Report are set out.

SENATE REPORT NO. 93-100
br W !fare to which was referred
t![:aECommittee on Labor ind/~· ical Found~tion o~ the Arf:s and
the bill (S. _7~5) to amend t i~d f~/~~her purposes, havmg c011sid~red
the Humamties Act of 1965, a h
··th amendments and recom.
the same reports favorably t ereon \\l.
mends th~t the bill, as .amen~edl't ~r~:~he enacting clause and msert
The amendments strike ou a
.
. the nature of a substitute.
new ma tte rm

KYL,

Assistant Secretm71 of tlie lntcno1·.

BACKGROUND

.

the Arts and the Humanities was
The N u.tional Foundat1~n r°~ 89-209 The original act was ther~
established in 1965 by Pub1pc
I aw 90:_343 and in 1970 by Pu~hc
after amended in 1967 by . ~1 ~c n, created the National Fo~i;idation
Law 91-346. The 1965 le.g~:;lat10 1 ·ts two cooperating entities, the
on the Arts and Humamt1es an~ :ml the National Endowmen.t for
National Endo\\·ment forE thle Art t ha' a presidentially appomted
· ·
E·ac.h n<
"
· t·on
the Humamties.
} owmenresponsible
for program ~peia
I
.
Chairman and Council w io are Humanities and the N11;t10nal EnThe National Endowment for. t.h~ d inistrative staff which reports
dowment for the Arts have a J0111 a m
.
. al Foundation on the Arts and the
to both chairmen.
Since enactment of the N at1odcral involvement in, and support of
Humanities ~<'.t o.f 1965, \he F~- d humanities areas, has broadened
cultural activ1t1es I~ both tie ar ,, an
in scope and effect1 veness.

i;t"
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The committee considered t
b "11
represents proposals introduced bor l s, S. 795 and S. 916. S. 795
Senators Eagleton Javits M d }I Sendator Pell and co-sponsored by
S . 916 contained
· ' proposals
' on
mada e'ban Taft. . .
.
duced by Senator Javits with S e y t~e Admm1strat1on and introTaft as co-sponsors.
,
enators agleton, Mondale, Pell, and
. S. 795, as amended, contains the
. f
~ion prol?osals and thus is an amal maJor eatures of the Administralll the Dills considered.
gam of the best features contained
_As the result of hearings held . . l
nuWttee on Arts and Humanities o/~ltg,bet~een the Special Subcomelfare of the Senate and the S l iet S bm1tte~ on Labor and Public
th~ Committee on Ea'ucation an~ ~ b u 7mhm1ttee on Education of
at1ves, extensive and com reh . a o~ o t e House of Representchairmen of the two End~wm ens1ve testimony was received from the
Y?lved in the development of srt: and from l~aders in the States in1ties areas, as well as compreh ~ e programs m the arts and humanatives of independent researchJ1ib~;e.st1Thy fro~ leading representthe progress made to date b b th nes.
e testimony emphasized
for the mcreased levels of f!ndi~ Endo.wme1:1ts and forms the basis
by tl~e Committee. The Committ g contained m the bill as approved
Miss Nancy Hanks Chairman eef ~hmNen?s the leadership abilities
ts, and of Dr. Rona.id S Berma o Che. ational Endowment for the
flol~nt for the Humanities. and n, . airman ~f the National Endow~1t1zens councils who continue t~ th.dr respective 26-member private
purpose:
gm e the programs toward increasoth Chairmen testified to the owi d.
.
and to the wider geographical d·?{ "b ng ivel'Slty of their programs
growth is in keeping with the i ·/} n ution of these programs. Such
th~ bE)nefits of the arts and hm Ia {ll!rpose '!f the legislation, to make
while maintaining the criteria ~faru[~~s avdailable to all our citizens
The Committee in its
. qua 1 Y an excellence.
'
operation of both' Endo::~~~ht role, no~d with favor the efficient
exp.e~ts who aid the two Endo~ and the mvolv~m?nt of panels of
dec1s1ons, and which broaden the b~s~s o~nd .Counc!l~ m reaching their
. It sho~ld be noted that the le r l · ff pi;vate c1t1zen participation.
s1.stent with proposals made b
o ni:d!ng fo.r fiscal 1974 are cond1d ?Ot specify total fundin YI
I Admm1strat10n. These proposals
l'Qns1derat10n was given to th~ eve s fo~ subsequent years. Careful
1976.
amounts m S. 795 for fiscal 1975 and
For the three years contained . h
these sums are as follo~s:
m t e present reauthorization bill,

%.

m\

'LJi!

ARTS ANO HUMANITIES.

lln millions of dollars!
Authorizations
""1s grants programs

1974

1975

1976

59
70

105. 75
125.00
19. 25
30.00

152.5
180.0
27. 5

sec. 5(c)..... .

~amlles grants programs-Sec. 7(cf·-···························

~ &~::~~~:~=~~~-~:~2!~_=_=_=~~-=::_:L:_:_:_:_:_~~=-=_=_~~~=-=_=========--~:;;---~::.::___~
II
20

160
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280. 00

40.0

It is noted that, on a per capita basis these amounts for each
Endowment now represent approximately 40 cents per person per
year in fiscal 1974, 70 cents per person per year in fiscal 1975 and $1
per person per year in fiscal 1976.
The Committee believes that these amounts represent a sound
investment in the future well-being of our country, and that the broad
cu.ltural areas involved have a central significance to our nation's
development, and to the encouragement of a climate in which the
contributions of creative thought and expression, wisdom and the
lasting achievements of the human mind and spirit, may flourish.
It should also be emphasized that the funding levels recommended
are in accord with the rate of growth to date, with the needs expressed
by both Endowments reflecting the numbers of 11pplications of high
quality which they are presently unable to support, and with the basic
principles that federal funds provide a most important incentive toward
engendering greater private support.
National Endowment for the Arts
Since enactment in 1965, the National Endowment's authorizations
have grown from $7,500,000 to $40,000,000 in fiscal year 1973. The
increase in fund::; made it pos::;ible for the Endowment to work more
effectively towurd its Congre::;sional mandate of encouraging the
highest quality while making the arts more widely available. Highlights of development since the last reauthorization of the statute are:
Assistance programs for museums, orchestras, opera companies,
resident Jll'ofcssional the1,tre an1l dance companies, and for community-based group~, p1dc::;sio11ally-dircctetl and many with minorityi
ethnic orientation (Expnnsion Arts Program). Jazz, tco, i!. a new
program endeavor.
Fellowships arc 11.vailn.ble to individuals of exceptional talent
in painting, sc-ulpture;.''''enift.-;, \itenittll'.e' (including playwrights),
photography, l'm1sic .·composition, jazz urtist.s, librettists, museum
professionals; also to out..:;tanding opel-1t singers and composers through
the N atimrnl Opera Institute imd to rxceptiornilly gifted f:Ymmakers
through the American Film Institute (both Nuticnal Endowment for
the Arts grnntees). National Endowment for the Arts funds also
assist with fellowships, through institu,tions, for 11rts administration
trainees and fur participants in professional music and theatre training
·
programs.
New directions ham been taken. The program formerly titled
"Architecture, Planning, 11.n1! Design" is now "Architecture + Environmental Arts" to rcliect its new breRdth of concern and scope of
action. Also, the Endowment has mo\·ed to encourage and assist the
growing trend toward regionRl progrnms through matching grants to
regional groups, and coordinators to assist with planning, liaison,
coordination, 1md information exchang<> among artists, State Arts
Agencies, other governmental bodirs, school systems, cultural organizatiorn;, and the Endowment.
Major emphasis has hem placed on rel:lidencies-artists-in-schools;
in colleges; in community centers. Touring programs, particularly
in dance, have been augmented to makll this exciting art form available
throughout the country.
Each State Arts Agency's Fedcral~5tRte Partnership (Sec. 5g) grant
has grown from $36,363 to $127,250. And an imp:irtant new thrust has

400. 0
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seen the State Agencies recei,·ing significant additional funding under
the Endowment's national programs (Sec. 5c).
'~he Endowment's impact has been extended into all States and
rcgi~ns of th_e Country tl_1rou.gh greatly expanded programs snch as
tmmng, media programming Ill the arts, and 'Vorks of Art in Public
Places ;.i~s actiyities now affect millions of Americans heretofore unable
t.o participate m cultural activities.
Professional advisory panels now play a major role in Endo"·ment
prngrnmming, with 185 indi1·iduals residino- in 68 communities in 31
.SttttR.s assistir:ig ten different Endowment program areas, in addition
to t!ie expertise of the 2G Presidentinlly-appointed members of the
N ttt.wnal Council on the Arts. Thus, the Endowment. now l111s the
beBefit of professionnl ad vice from over 200 private citizen experts from
all over the countrv.
As the.res:ilt o(a major Presidential initiati1·e, the Endowment is
now morntormg a rnng~ of n.cti1·ities airr:ed at up-.gradi.ng design in the
federal. govern~ncnt, 1ntl1 :::itllte Agencies plnnnmg sunilar ucti1·ities
for their own :Sta tcs.
'l:lrn Endo.wment l_rn:i e.,;tablishe.d an Evuluution Offic;e, has stepp<3d
up mformat,wn '.'er~·ices through its Program Informat10n Office, has
pr_od_uced and distributed a number of major publications, has comnnss10ne<l and helped make available a series of films on Endowment
progru1ns (:;pecifically Artists-in-Schools), has launched research
efforts through a limit~d nu~ber of grants and contracts, and has
secured a staff economist to mvestigate methods of increasing cash
flows to artists and cultural groups.
Nat.iona/, Endowment fvr the Humanities
Since its establisl.11nent, with authori:r,at.ions equal to the Arts
~ndowment, the National Endowment for the Humanities has acted
m an energetic and ima i tive way to provi
leadership to the

.'

..

d

'R.!

.

ing opportunity for college credit through participating local colleges
as well as personal enrichment.
. .
.
Recognizing that the long-term health o~ the humamties requires
continuino- support for the discovery of basic knowledge and for the
developm:nt of the teachers, scholars, and interpreters o.f the humanities, the committee, nevertheless, is pl.e~sed to note first, that tl_ie
National Endowment for the Humamties research and fellowship
awards have increasingly supported work on ~roblems <?f broad
national concern (e.g., the ethical and v11lue questwns result.mg from
biological and medical disc.on•ries, t~1e bitckground. of our urban and
racial problems, the quest10ns relatmg to our environment .a~~ the
qu 11Jity of Americaz: life) and, s~condly, that the End~nvment 1!11tiated
this ve11r a fellowship program directed at nonacademic pro~e~s10nals
]awyers, jo.urnalists, engineer:s, etc.-~vh<;>se ~or~ and decB10ns have
si"'nificant impact on onr society and its mstitutions.
""Efforts like these will extend the Endowment's reach, a reach
which is already broad as is indicated by a few statistics from
fiscal year 1972: grnn ts ha 1·e been made to more than ~ tl!ousand
institutions and individuals in all 50 states and three .temtones; film
and television programs on American hist~ry and society have been
viewed by millions; support has been provided for the .w?rk of thousands of professional scholtm; and teach.ers; ~nd $3.5 million l~as ~een
secure<l in privat.o gifts from scores of md1viduah 1tn<~ organ1zat.10~s
on behalf of Endmnnent-sponsored projects. In tlus regar~, It Is
important to note that prirnte gifts to the Endowment have m each
of the last three years mn.tehed to the utmost limit the fund authority
establislwd by the Congrc~s.
Hrn:xTr.xXL\L I xvni.Y1·::lfEXT

Thr prrs<•ntntion of both thr National ~);dowment for thr :"-rts a!1d
tlic National Enrlownwnt for the ffomamt1es had. as 01;<' of its m_nJ~l'
foat11n·s. tlw fot11n• illl·oln•ment of both Endowments m the nat10n s
ni('(~Jltrnnial Crlebrat ion. E1·idPntly g-rowing 011t of an ngrN•ment betwppn thr E11dom11!•11ts nnd the Olli< P of ~fanag-<'llH'llt and Budget. the.
Endm1Twnts an• <'xpe<·i!'d to hecome a 111ajor factor in tlw Hicrntennial Celehra1 ion.
Coll<'<'l'll h:is iiP<'ll raisPd as to th<' pffpd that s1wh a Bi<'<'ntPnnial inYoll'Pment wo11ld hav!~ 011 th<> :wtiYitiPs of thr E11do11·ments. The lllHkrlvino· h:dlma rk of Endrllnnent fonding to dntc has heen f1t1alitY. Tlw
n:ddition of a Bi('Pntrnnial fa<'tor co11ld \Yell bring a.bout political pressnrrs \Yhich wo11ld Jpssp11 tltr' q11ality of Enclo1\·m<'nt grnnt.s. Each
Chairman. in test.imony. ass11rPd tlw Con11nittce that thPre will be no
ehangc in funding: pro;·Pdm·ps "·ith respr~t t.o.quality. .
. .
TlH' CommittPe consid<•rPd language lmntmg: the Brcentrnmal myolw111r11t of ea('h Endmnnent hut did not adopt s1wh lang11ag-c. bee:rnsr of the ass11 rn1wes prm·idPd. Thr ('ornmitte<' wishPs to <·mphasiz<'
that tll<' highest ciuality m~1st O(' maintai1~ed by both En~mYmcnts and
that in assPssing appl)('atious such qua_l1ty should eont!nne to be. ~he
par:m101mt fa<·tor im·oh-Pd. The Comnl!ttN~ <·alls attent1011 to a l!lltJOr
purpose of tlH' Ad which j,; to.<'~l<'Ouraµ:e the ~levelopm~nt of :1 el1mate
in \\·l1ich the arts :111d h11man1t1<•,; ma.1· flonnsh. In this rrir:1rd, Jon'.!:
ran:.rP µ:oals a.n~ essPntiaL rather t.han goals whieh relate ~o .a spe<:ific
period of time. 110 matter how important that given lurnted ~.1me
period 111ay he. 'Vit.h resp<'<:t to.the Endowments' work, the Co111n11tte€
0

rawing on t~e.anvi of" rn y thousands of individuals in all
fields of humamst.1c knowledge and from all types of educational
cultural, and community org11nizat.ions, the Endowment has de~
velop~d clear objectives a1.1d l,lriorities, designed effective programs,
established a sound orga1'.izat10nal '.'tructure and efficient operating
procedu~·es, assembled a lughly qualified staff, and thus laid the firm
fo~~dat~on needed to carry out a much highe; level of activity.
I~~ Endowment recently launched the ): out11grants in the H11ma~1.1t1es program to ~ncournge student and out-of-school yout.h to
des1gr~ and co!1duct serious work. ~n a broad range of subjects involving
both I!1novative and more trad1t10nal applications of the humanities.
. While supporting l?romising experi~nen.ts a!1d strengthening instructional programs of higher educat10n mstitut10ns the Endowment has
~I.so givNi s~cial .attenti<?n to non-tr:i.ditionul ~tudy of the humanItie~: an esp_ec1ally ~nnovutive example is the "Courses by Newspaper"
p~o3ect, 'Yhich during a 20-week period beginning in the fall of 1973,
will. prov;ide newspaper readers in over 125 communities across the
nation with an actual colJege-level course in American studies, offer-
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0 e ieve~ t}rnt the Bicentennial should I>
~n]l· al_>~ddng- rn~ues, rather than in ter~~o~h?hld m terms of lasting
r um e meamng to future cultural growth. IC iave only temporary
CHAIR~1AN's GRANTS

Both the. Endowment for ti A
Hu.manities supported an amenl1merts and ~he Endowment for the
w~1ch authorizes a "chairman's g nz,,chfngmg the present language
g10r 8:pproval _of the respectiYe rC~uncil ~ i~5$10,000, without the
,000 per grant. The
omffilttee, while recognizing the ti
~m gr~nts of such size believes th me and effort the Councils expend
mg high q uali ~yin th~ programs very reason for success in encouragE2ndowmen ts IS the result of this cf1ror~d bydthe, Art and Humanities
5,000 figure. Recognizin ho
gence an t lerefore modified the
$
language is recommended J1;ich ~~~e~, t~he present inflationary spiral
to $15,000. A further
au onty was a total limitation of
ie c ialrillan's grant"
yram (sections 5(c) and 7(c)) f d lOhpjrcent of the amount of proor the "chairman grants" Thun 1~ w ic 1 the Chairman could utilize
~tu~y of the grant history. of e~ch Jtercent figure was adopted after
Is given to the growth of auth . _ndowmer:t. When consideration
percent is an equitable amount.or1zabon (sect10ns 5(c) and 7(c)), 10

:u

gr~ht".

limtt~tio: %esLlnt~}01 ,o_oo "chairman'~

INDIVIDUAL GRANTS

b.YTestimony
indicated that
. . .
the Arts Endowment
to the
. di )ercent
"d
age of md1v1dual
grants rna<le
t10ns or institutions has
1v1
not affiliated with organizaof the le!?slation. This is a
brevio.us
~ey~rsed I~ th~ future. One of the und . e omm1ttee hopes will be
uutial leg1slat1on was to give . d" "d ellymg reasons for adopting the
all fields who may not be aIBITa~d u'!- assistance to those artists in
fhou!d be noted that in the hearin W:,~h a group_. In this regard it
undmg of deficits ·for arts groups g, d
dIScussion about the
was ~ured that this has not b
an mst1t~t1~ns. The Committee
no:t~e m the future.
een the practice m the pa.st and will

dirni~r:, t~als
tr:~~e~hi~het~he

reauthorizati~n

~re ~a.s.

f Is ur!:ted that both Endowm ts .
.
o. recogrution ceremony or a :~ .give c~ns1deration to some type
vid!1als and groups or or aJi~ati~nate wnt.ten document for inclinat!onal recognition of ac~e,·
ns. who have been selected for
~ ( bel~eved that such a do~1::!~~:nwthldarts or the humanities.
l
ou serve as a permanent
s _1m?rnal of achievement to
which is at best only transitor/upp ement an official letter of grant
RENOVATIOX AND CONSTRUCTION

·th.
forPresent
grants law
andprovides
contrac~·1fo:~!~e
de~nition of "project" the authorit
by
Endowment for the
Cnd
of
p:;vmg of any past activities s~f t~e Edm1ttee, while not disapa opted. a pro \'ision which mak
n o\\:nment for the Arts,
refuvation and construction.
es more specific the authority for
. the case of renovation the Commi
.
tteethat
notes
approval
the
policy of the Endowment ~h·IC h prov1"des
all with
renovat10n
grants

t~e

Artov~hn

~nstruction facilitie~
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will be awarded on the basis of at least $3 from non-Federal sources
for every $1 from Federal sources.
The Committee recommends language which provides that renovation in excess of $250,000 must be approved by two-third of the National Council on the Arts in attendance at the meeting at which such

project
discussed.
With isregard
to construct.ion, while recognizing the proven need for
construction throughout the country, the Committee recommends
language which limits grants or contracts for construction to demonstration purposes or unusual circumstances where there is no other
means in which to accomplish an artistic purpose. The granting of these
funds must also be approved by two-thirds of the National Council on
the Arts in attendance at the meeting at which such project is discussed.
CouNcIL MEMBERSHIP

The Committee received correspondence relating to the membership
of the National Council on the Art.c; alleging that one section of the
national constituency, namely the labor nnions representing individuals in arts-related employment, was not represented. While it
was found that there is, indeed, no member of the Council representing
the arts-related unions, the Committee did not adopt language which
would have specified quotas for individual constituencies. In order for
the Council to be truly representative of the arts, all interested groups
must belie,•e that their point of view is being presented during Council
proceedings. Such. is not presently the case. T.he C?mmittee strongly
urges that any failure to be fully representative will be corrected in
the next nominations for the National Council.
STATE ARTS AGENCIES

\~;~~~?!lY'°f:C:~9)Y~~ffi:;c~_Pl!asized the~.ig~_i.Y encouragin~ growt~. in ·~
scor,y;"'9!1a!-~!:!.-.'nmVe ect1 veness.of,,the~St!).te"·ai:ts• agenc!.e.§:-.9~tl11led
undW\;;~~c,ti~1_1r5(g);~~t}Q,$_~d/:~~~-~~f. 91:e JROst~,<hm~t.-1!-"l~!.. s1gmficant .•,
ben~1}~c;~f[Q.II_!:'...tJ!.£E.1.~u~t~I:e~ta,!>l1sliment;~~-Jpe -~:11-t1i;>,1\.~!,~~nd~:w1~.1e~t, . ·§~
for ~he Arts is com;1dere"i.l t<ln&·t~e'Sta~;\~.g~p..cy I>~.?gr!~~'G.'!!.~.!lr" ·'l,<1.11
sections 5(g) and IO( a), a specific amouht-of·~matchmg 'funds ·nrf~
made available to State arts agencies, each State eligible for the
same amount of funds. The Committ.ee recommends an increase in
those funds from the present $100,000 per year t.o $200,000 in fiscal
year 1974, $350,000 in fiscal year 1975, and $500,000 in fiscal year
1976. Tn the present law, these funds are only available to the states
if they are matched on a one-to-one basis. Testimony indicated that
state progrnms are now able to fully match present funding levels,
and are rea(ly to proceed constructively to higher levels. Recognizing
that new programs of the States may require speci11l a.ssistance at
the outset, nnd consistent with procedures applicable to the national
program, t.he Committee adopted language which will allow each
State to nt.ilize 20 percent of its total funds without matching, provided
that mntching is maintained at the present funding level. The Commit.we continued the mnintenance of effort le\·el at $125,000. on a
dollar-for-dollar matching basis. Only when this figure is exceeded
may the state utilize the 20 percent non-matching provision applied

to Under
it.c; entire
allotment.
present
lnw those funds not utilized by the States for matching purposes are available to the National Endowment for the Arts
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be utilized. as l?rovided by section 5(c). The Committee considered
anguage r~d1rectmg ~ho~e funds, but declined to change the present
btatuTtc_. It IS the contmumg c~~1mit~e view that should excess funds
e a\mlable, they would be utilized m state or regional programs.
LABOR PROVISIONS AND REPORTS

The Committee received correspondence indicatincr that some programs supported by the Arts Endowment, within th; performing arts
re:, (do ~ot yet. fully ~om ply to the labor. ~rovisions set forth in the
c sect10n 5(J)), '.Vlth ref~r~nce to mm1mum wage, other such
benefits, and und~rlymg cond1t10ns. The committee believes that the
preseft \angu!!:ge is adequate to protect all those involved. Those who
n:iaY. ee a~gneved at present are to be commended for their cont1_nffimng1 . desire to cooperate with the Endowment to corr~ct ~nv
J
d I cu ties.
The committe~ requests the .Endowment to conduct a study of this
problem al<?ng \VIth those studies requested in Senate Report' number
91-879, which have not yet been carried out. The report stated:
. The ~01:nmittee. su~gests that the Council consider a<l<lit10nal s1m1lar studies mother areas; among those which han~
bhen suggested to the committee are the problems of the
t eater, _profit as well as non-profit; how public policy, such
as, for example, tax laws, affects the arts an<l the humanities·
and the areas o~ ~anpower training and resources for the art~
and the humamt1es.
STATE AND LocAL HUMANITIES PnoanA~rs

le~isla.t~on was initially established, there was debntc
adv1sa~1hty of the· mandatory establishment of State
umam~1es .Council~. Langu?-ge was not adopted. During the J970

bWhen the

i-1 out !·11.e

r~authhnzat10n

hearmgs and m the report accompaiwin"' th·it Jeo-islae Committee ur~ed that ~t,ate-based .humanities"'pro,grnnZs. be
< e on a dem~ns~rat10n level. Ihe Comm1ttcc notes \\·ith n.pproval
the work ?f.t~e ~at10nal EndO\nnent for the Humanities in this area.
!'ro m the m1t1al six state programs there are now st.ate- based 1)rO"'I°'lms
m 40 states.
n '
•. ";:t!lesses representing stn,te hy1.nanities programs \\·ere unanimous
m t cir appr~val ~f the Humamt1es ~~dowmcnt's voluntary efforts
and()'also un~mm?usly expressed .th~ opm~on that the State humrmitics
~,rh"'Cms w_1ll best develop ?-t this time without manclatory provisions.
omm~ttee therefore chd not adopt mandatory l:!n"tlll"'e \\·ith the
u~ erstandmg tl~at the Hm;nanities E-n<lowment. wou~J c;~ntinuc its
exe m plary work m encouragmg the humanities activities at. the shte
am1 1oca1 1eve!.
'

I~~ni ~

d

IKCLUSION OF THE INDEPENDENT RESEARCH LIBRAHIES UNDER THE
LIBRARY SERVICES AND CoNSTRUCTION AcT

The l':J'ational Endowment f<?r the Humanities has been supporti,·e
of the md~pendent research libraries thrmwhout the nation Tl,er,
are approximately 20 o~ these libraries whicl1 are defined as Jibru~ie<~
,,·hose ~esources are a va1l3:ble. to ~he public free of charge, wliich are
not an mtegral part of an mst1tut10n of higher education, which have
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extensive collections of books, manuscripts, and other materials
suitable for scholarly research which are not available to the public
through public libra;·ies 1rnd engage in the dissemi'.1ation of h~1mtmistic
knowledge through services to re11clers, fellowslnps, educat10nal and
cult.urn\ progrnms, publication of significnnt research, and otlwr
activities.
These libraries nre not included under the definition of "public
library" and therefore 1lre not eligible for benefits i.mck_r the. Librur.J'.
Sen-ices and Construction Act. A study of the leg1slatffe lnstory o!
that act does not indicate a reason for thilt exclusion.
The term "public" in reference to n research library means that
the librnry admits re11<lers without fee and with reference only to
reasonable qualificlltions related to rea,;ons for using t!ie library's
materittls. A reader need not be a stockholder or dues-paymg member
of the library nor arc there any restrictions based on race or sex.
The need ·to screen rettdcrs on the basis of qualifications stems from
the followin" considerntion. ResearC'h libraries provide speeialized
sen·ices for their readers. A policy which ndmitted rcad~r,; \Y:ithout
reference to qualification would require a substantial lowermg of these
serdces. In most research libraries the oYercrowding would be so
great that spaee would have to be proYided on a firs~-come-first
served basis. This arrangement ,,·ould exclude many qua.hfied readers
and discourncre out-of-t0\n1ers from using the research libraries at a.IL
Criteria fo~ quaiification vary from library to library. T.wical_Jy,
a research library admits readers automat.ically, after proper identification if thev have an advanced degree (?\1A and beyond). Readers
are 1tl;o admitt~d who have the professional equivalent of an advnnced
degree, or who ha,·e attained a high degree of self-ta.ught exper:tis~.
Thi,; category includes library personnel, book collectors, and md1Yiduals who,;e vocationR have made them familiar with rcseard1 procedures in their special fields. A novelist or film <lirector, for example,
might not Ji,1 •:" a BA but might be as ,,·ell qunlified to Hse 1~ re~earch
library. us a university professor. In these citse~ the detcrmmatwn of
qualification is usually ma(le on an ad hoc basis by a member of the
library's administration.
The Coin!!litt<>e, while. recognizing the limitations discussed above,
does find that the<;e lihrnries have become national centers of excell<.>nce
for the humanities, and therefore are de,,erving of frderal snpport.
The Committee recommends an amendment to the Library Services
and Construction Act which enlarges the definition of the word library
.
to inclu1le the independent. research librnries.
The Endowment for the Humnnities gave assurance that the mclusion of these libraries under the Library Services and Construction
Act would not detract in anv ,my from the Humanities Endowment's authority to assist the humanities program in research libraries.
As in the past the Endowment for the Humanities could cont\nue ~o
support humanities research and other programs at research hbranes
as it does at other libraries.
CosT EsTIMATES

PunsuANT

To SECTIO:S 252 oF TUE LEGISLATIVE
REORGANIZATION AcT OF 1970

In accordance with Section 252(a) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-510, 91st Congress) the Committee
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~stimates that the new obli<Yational auth

.t
h.
.
m
ori Y w ich would be mcurred
, carrying out S · 795 wou Id'"' beas f o11ows:
For the fiscal year ending June 30 :
Millions
1974 -------------1975
--------------------------$160
1976 ---------------------------------------------------- 280
----------- ---------- --- ----------400
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE

-p~~~~~~~~~

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND Bm>GET

Hon. HARRISON A. WILLIAMS J lVashington, D 0., April £, l973.
OliaiWrmanh,' Committee on Lab'or ~'ruJ Public Welfare U S S t
as ington, D.O.
, · . ena e,
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in rep! to
I
1973, and February 26 1973 11·
} . Y your etters of February 15
Office on S. 795 and S. 916 r~ ~ "'. uc11 Y<?U r~uest the views of thi~
Foundation on the Arts and th~ Htively\~1llsA To amend the National
purposes."
.
umam ies ct of 1965, and for other

th~·J'~n~:~~~t:l ;~b%~~/1,i~l;~1~n submitted to the Congress by
In a report to your committee
th
b.
.
Foundation on the Arts and th Hon ~ .su Ject bills, the National
actment of S 795 f
· · e umamties recommends auainst enposal. We c~ncu; ~i~h~t:~st~~ S. 916d, the Administration's I?roenactment of S. 795.
ws an also re.commend agamst
Accordingly we stro l
.
of which would be in ~o~durg~hP[~mpt action on S. 916, enactment
Sincerely,
WI
e program of the President.
A

.
WILFRED H. ROMMEL,
88UJtant Dfrector for Legislative Ref;rence.

NATIONAL FOUNDATION

ON

THE

A-

..tu<TS AND THE HUMANITIES

Hon; HA1mrsoN A. 'Vu.uA"rs .•Tr
W asMngton, 'v.o.
Lab .,nd
Washington, D.O. on
or a . Public Welfare, U.S. Sena,te,
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN • Thi l tt
February 15 1973 and .F s e er responds to your requests of
S. 795 and
916 'res /bruar_y 26, 1973, soliciting comments on
tion o~ the Arts ~nd f;~~vel~~ bi1:,i8 to amend the National Foundadraft legislation submitteda~~ i~s
of 1965. S. 916 is identical to
Febi:uary 7 1973.
ie ongress by the Foundation on
With respect to fundinu levels ,
for Fiscal Year 1974 cont'=' d. , "e support the budget proposals
favor the indefinite autl:~~a;i~~~e Pr:s~dedt';; bud_get and stron_gly
lat:er fiscal years it is difficult to de con _ame 11_1 S. 916. Reg!1rding
qmrements, hence the added d 1. . t~~mme J?re.c1sely the fundmg rerather than specific amouuts asc ~ 1'. al~~ity.
ofSectmd_efimte authorizations
Section 2 of S 79 5 w
ov 1 cd m
ion 2 of S. 795.
ll(b) of the NI<~AH A~~J~ a;~~.i~d a Iiew clause (~) to subsection
au;horizations for appropriati~ns f ~ if~r inyaut_o,m;-tic e~~nsion of
1916 rates. The Administrat·
or l~ca ear l.91711t.F1scal Year
further extends fundin .ex H~.1 t ?PPoses ~uch a provision because it
101
sideration of the requi~~g~ ·~ ~~ faFr m add v~nce_of n. careful con"
or ie oun ation In the context of
Chairman, Committee

S

(f

1
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the President's overall budget for Fiscal Year 1977. As noted above,
we support indefinite authorizations contained in S. 916.
Furthermore, Section 2 of S. 795 would add a new clause (3) to
subsection ll(b) of the NFAH Act which would authorize forward
funding-it would authorize inclusion in the Fiscal Year 1974 appropriation bill of appropriations for both Fiscal Year 1974 and Fiscal
Year 1975, and inclusion in the Fiscal Year 1975 Sippropriation bill
of appropriations for both Fiscal Year 1975 and Fiscal Year 1976.
The Administration belieYes this for.ward fun~_.;.;;g provision, as
well as automatic extension of appropriation levels, to be unwise. It
limits both the Congress and the President in determining a_pproi>riate :funding levels, in contrast with the necessary and de.s1rable
flex~bi'lity provided in S. 916, which would continue reliance on the
appropriations process.
·
Section 3 of S. 795, dealing with Regional Arts Programs, would
provide that all amounts allotted among the States during a fisca'l
year, and not actually granted to them prior to 60 days before the
end of the fiscal year, shall be granted to combinations of States in
accordance with standards esta:blished by regulations issued by the
National Council to pay not more than 66% per centum of the cost of
cnrrying out regional proje.cts and produotions meeting objecti ve.s of
Section 5(c).
The National Council on the Arts and the National Endowment
for the Arts strongly support efforts toward regional development in
areas that are apparently in need. As a matter of fact, it is because we
do believe in the importance of such efforts that the Endowment is
opposed to this amendment. In our Yiew it would be restrictive rather
than helpful in achieving national objeotives. For example: ( 1) it
would appear to delay any regional planning until 60 days before
the end oI the fiscal year, when in fact regional planning requires a
longer l~ad time than state activity; (~) it would appear to indicate
that regional planning would he undertaken with money "left over"
whereas "We believe a far more positive approach is needed; and (3)
if funding is provided in the block grants to State arts agencies at
realistically rising levels, experience has proven that them will he
little monies returned at the end of the year-( e.g. in Fiscal Year 1972.
$24,000 was returned from four State agencies and it is estimated
that in Fiscal Year 1973, $18,000 will be returned from perhaps five
agencie.s). The Administration's bill would provide that sums appra:priated for 5 (g) purposes would be availa:ble for States or regional
groups. This would mean t~at regional projects could move forward
m an orderly manner durmg the fiscal year as programs are developed hy the State agencies for the 'benefit of an entire region.
Further, although we strongly favor regional cooperation am~ng
the States and other groups and intend to support ::mch cooperative
efforts, we are opposed t-0 any change in the princip'le set forth in tihe
original legislation of Federal government support being matched at
least dollar for dollar hy private or other sources, except in very 1mnsual circumstances. \Ve have in our judgment the needed flexibility
in our cnnent legislation to meet the need inasmuch as we are allowed
to utilize 20% of our 5(c) funds on a non-matching basis or at less
than a dollar·for dollar match. Also, as you kn<YW, the Administration
bill would authorize the States agencies to administer in their discretion up t_;o 20% of their iunds in a non-matching manner. 'fhis
2 U.S.Corg. & Adm.News '73-36
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within the definition of "projects" two activities described and
<>'overned under clauses (1) and (2).
"' Clause (1) of such new sentence includes within the definition of
"projects" the renovation of facilities under one of two circumstances.
The first circumstance under which a project may include renovation
of facilities is if the total amount of Federal funds for paying the cost
of renovation of facilities, in the case of a particular project, does not
exceed
$250,000.
The second
circumstance under which a project may include renova-

' would pronde for flexibility at th s
.
would not .force the States .to ad 0 pte ~:erandl regional levels, but
schedule.
a
eral Y enforced funding
We appreciate the opport um·tY to comment on the proposed
legislation.
The Office af Management and B d t h
.
objection to the submission of this re;Je d ~h advised us it has no
would·~ in accord with the pro<rram of p at.denactment of S. 916
Smcerely yours
"'
e resi ent.

:h

.

'

Ohairma

N t' al E
RONALD S. BERMAN,
n, a wn
ndowment for the H.1U1nanitie 8 •
•

NANCY

I-L\:.m;,

Oliairman, Natwnal Endowment f11r the Arts.
SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

Sect·ion 1. (Short tide)
T_he first section of the bill contains th h
.1
'.
.
sect10n provides that the b"ll
. b .. eds ort tit e for the oil!. This
tion on the Arts and the
ma~t. eAcite <las the "National Founda.
umaru ms men ments of 1973''.
Sectwn 2. A~ndmen:tt~ toAthe National Foundation on the Art~ and the
.
. umani ies ct of 1965
This sect10n contains ti ·o b f
.
National Foundation on the sx ~ec i~r\ s111fe«t101~ _(a) amends the
(hereafter in this analvsis refer;ed ~~ t e ,~mu,~1trns Act of 1965
(b) contains the effecti1:e date for ti16 as ~he Act, ) ; and subsection
Subsectwn (a)· f · ·'
. amen men ts made by section (11)
/ 2l~ontu1t~1elef'ef paragraphs which amen<i
sections 2, 3, 5,
;ecsw~
0
13 and 14 of the Act'. ' '
' an<
t ie Act and repeal sections

ri

c

,

'

,

d

Paragraph
(1). of s1t b.sec t"wn ( a ) amends sect10n
.
.
.
2 f ti A •t S ·h
sec tion 2 contams a statf'
t f fi d.
o l~ c ... • uc
Con~ress Clause (7) of ;hn ~- n? mgs and declnrat10ns of the
estat>lish .a National Fou~d~f sec wn - states that it is desirable to
to strengthen the res JOnsibi1titie~n the Arts and the Hnrnar~itie;; and
respect to education inl the Arts a~d tllf Offic~. of Educlttrnn with
made by paragraph (1) delet ~ f
_e u~1amt.1es. The amendment
the Office of Education Thf'l rom such d~Hse (7) all_ reference to
repealers contained in pa~agrapha0~n) d1£ent/s
c;,o(nformmg i~·ith the
10
0
Paragraph (2) of subs r
sec ~ - a) of the bill.
section 3 contains the deflni~i~n~a~t~en~s seer.on 3 of the Act. Snch
(d) of such section 3 defines the t
e~~~ i~sec ,,m the Ac_t. Subsection
organized to carry out th
erm f pr<?Ject as meanmg proo-rams
to foster American
... o this
fncluding programs
create opportunities for i~dividual1;yt0 td c01lm1ss10_n ~vorks of art, to
carried on as a
t f
eve op art1st1c talents when
and to deve!o/:d 0eJii~~f";1b?t~wisl ~ncluded in this definition,
the arts, and includes where a u ic . ow e ge and understanding of
or construction of facilities p ~phopnate, rentlal,fpurchase, renovation,
of equipment.
' u e ase or renta o land, and acquisition

o:h

artisti~e ~r~itf ~·"s

Ac~,

madetob ~e~araf;aph (~ of subsec.tion (a) of the
billThe
(1) amendments
delete references
in the definition and (2) add to ~ha ~fi a.~. construction of facilities
to Theial conditions for renovatio~ a~d n~o~s~r~~ti:nsentence relating
ie new sentence contains an int d t
.
. rtrou
ory statement
tw<>
clauses, numbered (I) and (2) · Th e m
odeuctory
statement 11;nd
mcludes
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tion of facilities relates to special actions of the National Council on
the Arts in approving a specific grant or contract which involves
Federal expenditures for the renovation of facilities. Under existing
law, the Chairman of the National Endowment for the Arts may not,
except as is otherwise provided in section 6(f) of the Act, approve or
disapprove a grant or contract under section 5(c) of the Act unless
the N ation11l Council on the Arts has made recommendations with
respect to the approval of such application. Under the amendment,
the recommendation of the Council with respect to an application for
a grant or contract which involves an expenditure of Federal funds
for renovation in excess of $250,000 must be an affirmative recommendation with two-thirds of the members of the Council, present
and voting, being in agreement with the affirmative recommendation.
Clause (2) of the new sentence includes, within the definition of
"project," the construction of facilities if both of two circumstances
exist. The first circumstance is that either the construction is used
as a demonstration project or the construction is necessitated by an
unusual situation, and then only if there is a finding that there is no
other manner in which Lo accomplish the artistic purpose. The second
circumstance which must be met is the approval of two-thirds of the
NAtional Council on the Arts as described above with respect to the
renovation of facilities.
Paragraph (3) of subsection (a) amends section 5(c) of the Act.
Such section 5(c) authorizes the Chairman of the National Endowment for the Arts to make contracts and grants to provide, or for
the support of, artistic activities. Such contracts and !?rants, under
existing law, arc to be made with the advice of the National Council
on the Arts and the Federal Council of the Arts and the Humanities.
The activities for which provision may be made or for which support
may be given are described in clauses (1) through (5) of such subsection
(c).
Subparagraph (A) of such paragraph (3) amends that part of subsection (c) which precedes clause (1) thereof by deleting the requirement that the Chairman have the advice of the Federal council on
the Arts and the Humanities in making grants and contracts.
Subparagraph (B) of such paragraph (3) amends clauses (1), (2),
and (3) of such subsection. Under existing law, such clauses (1) and
(2) authorize productions, while such clause (3) authorizes projects.
The amendments made by such subparagraph (B) authorize both
projects and productions under each of the three clauses.
Subparagraph (C) of such paragraph (3) amends clause (5) of such
subsection (c). Under existing law, such clause (5) authorizes other
projects, within the definition of such term, not explicitly described
in the preceding clauses, which are relevant to those so describ()d.
Such other projects may include surveys, research, and plannin~ in
the arts. The amendment made by such subparagraph (C) provides
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that such other projects may include surveys, research, planning, .and
publications where such activities relate to the other purposes of
subsection (c).
· · Subparagraph (D) of such paragraph (3) adds a new sentence to
subsection (c) of section 5 of the Act. The preceding amendment to
.clause (5) of such subsection (c) gives the endowment new authority: to
support its own publications. The new sentence added by subparagraph
(D) creates a limited exemption from section 501 of title 44, United
States Code for the publication authority added under such clause (5).
(Such section 501 requires that Government publications be carried
out through the Government Printing Office.) 'fhe exemption is available if two conditions are met: (1) the Chairman of the National
Endowment for the Arts consults with the Joint Committee on Printing of the Congress; and the Chairman must submit a report to the
Committee on Education and Labor of the House of Representatives
and the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare of the Senate, which
report must justify the use of the exemption.
Subparagraph (4) of subsection (a) amends subsection (g) of section
5 of the Act. Such subsection (g) authorizes grants to the States for
State arts programs. Under existing law, the Chairman of the National
Endowment for the Arts is authorized, with the advice of the National
Couneil on the Arts and the Federal Council on the Arts and the Humanities, to assist the States in supporting State arts programs; the
States must apply for grants and have a State agency for the administration of the States' arts programs; such programs must meet the
standards of the national program under section 5(c); the funds appropriated for the State programs are allotted among the States in
equal amounts, except that Guam and American Samoa are each
limited to $65,000; and the allotments to the States may not be used
to pay more than 50 per cent of the cost of any project or production
assisted under any State arts program. Any funds available to the
States which are not used by them are available at the end of the
fiscal year for the national arts program under section 5(c).
Subparagraph (A) of such paragraph (3) amends paragraph (1) of
section 5(g) of the Act to delete the requirement that the Chairman
have the advice of the Federal Council on the Arts and the Humanities
in the administration of the State arts program.
Subparagraph (B) of such paragraph (3) makes a technical amendment and grants to the Chairman of the National Endowment for the
Arts the authority to specify the application date for the States. The
amendment made by clause (i) of subparagraph (B) makes clear that
the' assistance to which reference is made in that part of paragraph (2)
of such subsection (g) which precedes clause (A) is the assistance under
such subsection. With respect to the amendment made by clause (ii)
of such subparagraph {B), present law requires that applications from
the States be submitted prior to the first day of the fiscal year for which
application is made. The amendment gives the Chairman the authority
to set the application date.
Subparagraph (O'; of such paragraph (3) amends paragraphs (3)
and (4) of such section 5(g). Such paragraphs (3) and (4) relate to
allotments among States and the Federal share of the cost of projects
and productions.
Paragraph (3) of section 5(g), under existing law, provides that all
sums appropriated for the purposes of subsection (g) of section 5 of the
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,
all (the District of Columbia,
Act are allott~d am~n~ th! rtaJes G;:arI and American Samoa are
Puerto Rico, the Virgm t st~~t sthe amo~nts allotted to Guam and
consi~ered States), exrp· d to $65 000 each for any fiscal year. As
Amencan Samoa ardeA1m1~
Sam~a are treated in the same manner
amended ' Guam an d mencan
th
Act
as all other States un er e
. 4 f ection J(a) of tile Act pro-

Under existing law, parag~h~lsia~e~ r:av .not be"' used to pay more
Yides thnt the allotments to
ro'eclor production but may be
than 50 per cent of the ~os} ~~ an~sf conducting initial studies anti
used ~o l~ay 100 peracen. o. fore the administration of State arts procstabhshmg State o..,e~c1(~) as amended by such subparagraph (B),
gram~- Such par~r~p
'
.
..
is revised as follov.s.
t f the cost of studies and e:>tabh,,h(1) The refere?ce. to 100 per cen o
.
ing State agencies If dele~~:t!·~b:iJ~~~ent which ex~eeds $125,000
(2) Thnt part o any er cent of the cost of any proJect or .producmuY be used to pay 100 pd .
11 not otherwise be avnilablc j{)
. · I. f t1rn pro1ec.
· ·t or pro .uci1onStwou
c
1 t-0 t a I
twn
te concerned. however, tic
the residrnts of the parltlICular t fa n,y fiscal y'ear 'which is used to
. State's a otmen
or a
· · .
amount or any h. "0
nt limi.t.at,ion m11y not exceed 20 per cen 1
pav more than t. e " per ce
for
that fiscal ve:ir.
Stat.e
oft.he total amount. al~tt.e: ~-0 t 1i'f~~ds n~nde available under section
(3) It is mi:de clenr t at e, era I to supplant funds available for
·
5(0-) t-0 t h c vQt a t,cs may not
. ue
f uscc -F~ederal
sources.
"'
r
1ch -ect10n rom non
.
(')
the purpose~ o st , "f . ·h ara!!raph (4) amends subsect10n J •
S11hP_arag;aph (JJ)A~t sue k' P, te'Chuical amendments to the labor
of sed1on 5 of the <· ., mr. mg
stnnda.rds requirement.
.
f section 2 of the bill amends subParaff'U1Jh (5) o.f subseft~~~ ~lto Such section 6(1) establishe~ .the
d (2) provides for its composition,
section (f) of sr?t1on 6 o A .
Nr.tionnl Comml on ~he rts, an_
tin s of the Council, the comthe terms of <?ftice for it.~ memlhe_rs, _mb:C.ctFon
(f) of such sect.ion, tlw
pensation of its meml?CI"S, Ill\( ' m "11 ·
fm~ct.ions of the_Com;cil: tl e first. sentence thereof, provides that the
Such subsection. ( ), m
f the Endowment generally and
Councii- shall 11.~lv1se the -· n.1~nj8n_? tnnce under the Act and makl'
reYiew npplic~tions ~oh financi~ t""~he approval or disapproval of
recommendations W_It . respec o bl time The second f'entence of
such applica~ions 'nthm ·<l~eili~~'\h: Chai~mo.n of the En~owment
such subsection (f) proyi
. f uch an application without a
may not app_rove r°r hd1cpFi~~ije u~le:s the Council fa}ls ~-0 ma~e. a
recommendat!on o,. t e o t to the articular apphcat~or: withm
recommendat1on. \\lthf r~specTl third ~entence, under existmg law,
a reasonable penod o.l timd l iet to the Chairman of the Endowrove applications of $10,000
authorizes the Counc1 to e ega ed.
ment the authority to approve odr .1sapp f the Council if each sueh
the recommen ahons oh C
·1
Or les·s ' without
.
·
· ·ed by t e ounc1 .
approval or d1sapprova1 18 rbeVIe\\
h (5) modify the terms of the
The amendments 1!'-ade Y.paragrap
follows·
third sentence of srct~~nt~(f) of t;; ~~~i:s upon ,~hich the Chairman
(1) The ~10,000 imi a iondo~.
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of the Council. Clause (B) of paragraph (5) adds a proviso which
limits ~he obligations for expenditure of funds under applications
for pr<;>Jects and/roductions funded pursuant to applications approved
and disapprove under the delegation provided for under such third
sentence for any fiscal year to 10 per centum of an amount equal to
the amount appropriated for such fiscal year pursuant to subparagraph (A) of paragraph (1) of section 11 (a), the authorization of
appropriations for tlrn purposes of section 5(c).
Subparagraph (6) of such subsection (a) contains :lmendments to
section 7 of the Act. Such section 7 provides for the establishment
and operation of the National Endowment for the Humanities with
authority similar to that for which provision is made under section 6
?f the Ac~ for the.~ational Endowment for the Arts, except that there
IS no specific prov1s10ns for State programs as is provided under section
5(g) of the Act.
.Subparag1aph (A) of paragraph (6) makes the same amendments
w1th respect to the humanities as is made with respect to the arts by
paragraph (A) of paragraph (3).
Subparagraph (B) of paragraph (6) amends clause (2) of section
7{c) of the Act. Such clause (2) includes, among other tvpes of assistance, the authority to make loans. The amendment made by such
subparagraph (B) makes clear that any such loans must be made in
accordance with terms and conditions approved by the Secretary of
the Treasury.
~ubparagraph (C) of p~ragraph (6) amends clause (6) of section 7(c),
which ~lause (6) aut~<;>nzes. support for the publication of scholarly
works m the hun:_iarn.trns without re_gard for the requirement that
~overnment pubhcat10ns must be prmted by the Government Printmg Office. Such subparagraph (C) deletes the exemption from the
Government Printing Office requirement.
Subparagraph (D) of paragraph (6) adds a new sentence to section
7{c). of the Act. Such new sentence exempts publications of the
Nat10nal Endowment for the Humanities from the Government
Printing Office printing requirement under the same conditions as
the Arts Endowment is so exempted by the amendment made by
subparagraph (D) of paragraph (3) of section 2(a) of the bill.
Paragraph (7) of such section 2(a) amends section 8 of the Act.
Such section 8 provides, with respect to the National Council on the
Humanities, authority comparable with that provided bv section 6
for the National Council for the Arts. Subsection (f) of se~tion 8 sets
forth the functions of the National Council on the Humanities. The
amendments made by paragraph (7) alter the authoritv of the National
Council on the Humanities iu the same manner as the authority of
the National Council on the Arts is altered by the amen<lments made
by paragraph (5) of section 2(a) of the bill.
Paragraph (8) of such section 2(a) amends section 9(b) of the Act.
Such section 9(b) specifies the membership of the Federal Council on
the Arts and the Humanities. Paragraph (8) amends such section to
add two new members to the Federal Council: the Commissioner
Public Buildings Service, General Services Administration and ~
member to be designated by the Secretary of the Interior. '
Paragraph (.9) of such secffon 2(a) amends section 10 of the Act.
Such section 10 co':1tains the administrative provisions for the t1rn
Endowments established under the Act. Clause (2) of subsection (a)
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(B), and (C) of such paragraph (2). Such clauses limit the total
amount appropriated pursuant to such paragraph (2) to(1) $20,000,000 for the fiscal year 1974;
(2) $30,000,000 for the fiscal year 1975; and
(3) $40,000,000 for the fiscal year 1976.
Subsection (b) of such section 11 relates to the availability of
appr?priations under subsection (a), the authorization for such appropnat10ns for fiscal year 1977, and the timing of such appropriations.
Paragraph (1) of such subsection (b) provides that, notwithstanding
any other provision of law, unless such law is enacted with a statement
specifically and e;irpressly limiting the teri;ns of sue~ subsection (b),
any sums appropnated to the Endowments m the National Foundation
for !1-DY fiscal year shall remain available for obligation and expenditure
until such sums are expended. Such paragraph (1) is similar to and
has the same meaning as, section 415 of the General Education' Provisions Act (title IV of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Amendments of 1967).
Paragraph (2) of such subsection (b) relates to the authorization of
appropriations for the fiscal year 1977. Such paragraph (2), in subparagraph (A), provides that, unless, during the period beginning
Ju_ly 1, 19~5, and ending July 1, 1976, the Congress passes or formally
rejects legislation extending the authorizations of appropriations for
the fisca~ year 1977, for which provisions made in subsection (a) of
such sect10n 11, each of the authorizations of appropriations cont.ained
in such subsection (a) is automatically exempted for the fiscal year
1977. The amount of each of such authorizations of appropriations
for the fiscal year 1977, under the terms of such paragraph (2) would
be the same as such amount is for the fiscal year 1976.
Such paragraph (2), in subparagraph (B), makes clear that no
legislation extending the authorizations of appropriations for the
Endowments for the fiscal year 1977 will be considered, for the purposes of subpara,,,oraph (A) of such paragraph (2) as having been
passed unless such legislation becomes law.
Paragraph (3) relates to advanced funding of apl?ropriations to the
Endow~ents. Such paragraph (3) provides that, m order to afford
interested persons adequate notice of assistance available under the
Act, funds authorized to be appropriated under section 11 (a) of the
Act. are authorized to be appropriated one year in advance of the year
dunng which such funds are to be obligated for expenditure.
Paragraph (11) of section 2(a) of the bill repeals sections 13 and 14
of the Aet. Such section 13 authorized appropriations to the Office of
Education, during the fiscal years 1966, 1967, and 1968, for teacher
training institutes. This authority was consolidated with other teacher
training authority under the Education Professions Development Act
and . therefore has become obsolete. Such section 14 requested the
President to make such appointments for which provision is made
by the Act within ninety days after the enactment of the Act (September 29, 1965). Section 14 has been executed.
SubsectU>n (b) of section 2 of the bill contains effective date for the
the amendments made by subsection (a). Such subsection (b) provides
that the amendments made by section 2(a) shall be effective on and
after July l, 1973.
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The House nmendment prO\·ides beginning in fiscal year 1975 for a
single authorizntion to cnrry out section 5(c) (General Art Grants)
and section 5 (g) (State and Regional Art Programs). The Senate
recedes.
Furtlwr, the House amendment provides that not less than 20
percent of the funds appropriated for section 5 shall be used to carry
out section 5(g). The Senate recedes.
The House amendment also provides that of the sums reserved for
section 5(g), 7 5 percent is to be nllotted among the States in equal
amounts, 1md 25 percent is to be arnilo.ble to the Chairman for making
grant,; under subsection (g) to States and regional groups, except that
in no event is a State to recei,·e le;;s than a $200,000 minimum allotment. If insufficient funds arc appropriated to meet this $200,000
minimum allotment, e11ch St11te i,; to be allotted an equal amount. If
the nmoun t approp1iatrd is sufficient to meet the $200,000 minimum
Stote 11llotment but is insufficient to provide the Chairman with an
amount equal to 25 percent of the total amount available for section
5(g), then the full amount in excess of the amount necessary to meet
the $200,000 minimum State allotrpent is availitble only to the Chairmnn for making grants to Stntc,; nnd regiom1I groups. The Senate
recedes "i.th a clnrifying amendment to assure that each State receive
ut lenst $200,000 before 11ny moneys are available to the Chairman for
making grnnts to St1ttes and regional groups.
The Senate bill provides thnt thnt p11rt of any State's allotment
which exceeds $125,000 nrd is not in excess of 20 percent of such
State's total allotment is to be exempted frum the 50 percent matching requirement.. The House amendment exempts 20 percent of the
total of a State's allotment from the matching requirement of that
St11te, if the State matches its minimum allotment of $200,000. The
conference agreement retnins the Senate provision. The Conferees
wish to stress that t.he \\"!liver of matching is applicable only to the
amounts allotted to the States. :\111tching may not be waivered at any
ti~e with re;;pect to grants made by the Chitirmun to the States and
regional groups.
The SP1rnte bill provides thnt the discretion to expend funas without regard for the matching requirement be the State's, while the
House amendment gives thnt authority to the Chairman. The Senate
recedes.
Under rxisting law, nny fund~ arnilable to the States under section
5(g) which nre not used by the States revert to the Chairman to be
used under section 5(c) (the regular endowment program). The Senate
bill leiwes this provision unchanged. The House amendment provides
th~t nmounts allotted to the States which 11re unused sixty days
pr10r to the end of a fiscnl year shall be avnilable for grants to regional
gr~mps. Any funds then remaining revert to the Chairman under
ex1stmg law. The Senate recedes. and the conference agreement adopts
a definition of regional groups under which such groups need nc t be
representutive of contiguous Stntes.
Grant.~ withmlt Conncil Recommendation.-Under existing law, Cheirm.en of the Endowments may make grants not in excess of $10,000
w1tho11t the recommendations of their respective Councils. The Senate bill mises the $10,000 limit on such grants to $15,000, while the
House amendment raises that limit to $20.000. The conference agreement raises such limit to $17,500
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Use of State humanities agencies.-The Senate bill, but not the
House amendment, requires the Chairman of the National Endowment for the Humanities to correlate programs of that Endowment
with State humanities agencies, to the extent practicable. The House
recedes.
lvfembership of the Federal Cov.ncil on the Arts and Humanities.-The
Senate bill, but not the House amendment, expands the membership of
the Federal Council on the Arts and the Humanities to include a member designated by the Senate Committee on Arts and Antiquities and a
member designated by the Speaker of the House. The conference agreement adopts the provision of the Senate bill, with the understanding
that the term "member" refers t-0 a member of the :Federal Council on
the Arts and the Humanities, and not to a Member of the House or
Senate (although a Member of the House or Senate may be designated
a member of such Council by the appropriate authority).
Geographical representation of advisory panel.-Existing law authorizes the Chairmen of the Endowments t-0 utilize experts and consultants. The House amendment, but not the Senate bill, requires that
any advisory panel a.Ppointed under such authority t.o review or make
recommendations with respect to th_e approval of applications or
projects have broad geographic representation. The Senate recedes.
Authorization of appropriations.-The Senate bill and the House
amendment provide authorizations for the Endmvrnents as indicated
in the following chart:

.
th. "zati.on of appropriati-Ons.-The
"des that unless the Con6'"C»s
Contingent extenswn of
Senate bill con~ains la~gtl!1-o~ j :~ tr~;; 5 , and ~nding July 1! 1976,
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passes or Connally reiehtsb·rfs:Ch of the authorizations of e.ppropnjappropriations tt~n<lllr t~:te1~l~ for one fiscal year. The Hdouse amen tions IS automa JCa y
I rovision The Senate rece es.
ient contains no. comparab, e p bill but not the House amend1!1e~t.,
u Researcklih~aries.~The_ &>natd C~nstruction Act to include m Its
amends the L1br8:ryl.sberv~ces ~~arch libraries. The conference agree.·
f pu bhc 1 ranes r.,.,.,..
.
defin:~d~pot..:; this provision of the Senate bd1.
men
CARL D. PERKINS,

ah. h1

JOHN BRADEMAS,
PATSY T. M1NK,
LLOYD MEEDS,
CHISHOLM,
ALBERT H. QmE,
ORVAL HANSEN'

s.

Managers on the Part of the House.
• CLAIBORNE PELL,
GAYLORD 1\ELSON,
ToM EAGLETON,
ALTER F. MONDALE,
.JACOB K. JAVIT!',
RoBERT TAFT, Jr.,

w

Managers on the Part of th~ Senat~.

(In millions of dollars and fiscal years)

1974

1975

1976

Senate
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Senate

House

Senate

House

59
II
70

54
11
65
15

105. 75
19.25
125.00
30.00

(1)1
(1)1

152. 5
27.5
180.0
40.0

(1)1

INDIANs-JUDGMENTS-DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS
Sec. 5(c)••••••.•• --·---·-··--------

w.·----------··---·---------•>----------------·---------aX2l-----------···--···-···

Sec.
Sec. 7
Sec. 1

20

~

(')'

(')
(')

Not less than 20 percent of the total amount appropriated to carry out secs. 5(c) and 5(g) may be used only to carry
out sec. 5(g).
.
J '"Such sums."
1

The conference a,,,oreement provides such authorizations as indicated
in the following chart: ·

P.L. 9S-1S.J, Bee page SSS

I Affairs Committee) No. 93-167,
Senate Report (Interior and Insu ar
S 1016]
May 21, 1973 [To accompany •
.
lar Affairs Committee) No. 93-377,
H.R 8029]
House Report (Interior and Insu
July 16, 1973 [To accompany
•
Cong. Record Vol. 119 (1973)

Pn millions of dollars and fiscal years)
1974

1975

1976

54
II

190

1113. 5

~

m'.~

DATES OF CONSIDERATION AND PASSAGE
Senate May 22, October 8, 1973

65

15

t Not less lllan 20 per- ol the amount appropriated to carry out

20

25.0

sec.. 5(c) may be used only to carry oat sec. S(V.

It is the position of the conference agreement that the equality in
authorization between the National Endowment for the Arts and the
National Endowment for the Humanities, which has been present irr
the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities .Act of 1965
Since its' enactment, has been maintained in such agreement, with the
hope and the expectation that appropriations for the two endowment»
will be approximately equal.

2310

House October 1, 1973
. .
f th Hou""e bill after substiThe Senate bill w~ passed in I~~~ ~ext :f the ~House bill.
tuting for its language
The House Report is set out.

HOUSE REPORT NO. 93-377
ft'
.
d Insular Affairs, to whom was
\EllHE Committee on Inte)nor an .d for the distribution of funds

referred.the b~ (ll.Risf.80t~9 to r~v:t:m_ judgments of the Indian
appropne.ted m se.t e.c ion

° 2311
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Treasury, shalf'be considered to be national medals within the
meaning of section 3551 of the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 368).
Approved Oct. 19, 1973.

NATIONAL FOUNDATION ON THE ARTS AND THE
HUMANITIES AMENDMENTS OF 1973
For f.-egislative History of Act, sec p. 2289

PUBLIC LAW 93-133; 87 STAT. 461
[S. 795]
An Act to amend the National Foundation on the Arts and th·e Humanities
Act of 1965, and for other purposes.
•

Be.it enacted.by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States o America in Co ress assembled, That:

AMENDMENTS TO THE NATIONAL FOUNDATION ON THE ARTS AND THE
HUMANITIES ACT OF 1965

Sec. 2. (a) The National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965 is amended in the following respects:
(1) Clause (7) of section 2 of such Act 7 is amended by striking
out all that appears after "a National Foundation on the Arts and
the.Humanities" and inserting in lieu thereof a period.
(2) Subsection (d) of section 3 of such Act 8 is amended by striking out ", purchase, renovation, or construction" and inserting in
lieu the~of "or purchase", and by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "Such term also includes"(1) the renovation of facilities if (A) the amount of the
expenditure of Federal funds for such purpose in the case of any
project does not exceed $250,000, or (B) two-thirds of the members of the National Council on the Arts (who are present and
voting) approve of the g1'ant or contract involving an expenditure for such purpose; and
"(2) the construction of facilities if (A) such construction is
for demonstration purposes or under unusual circumstances
i,
where there is no other manner in which to accomplish an artistic purpose, and (B) two-thirds of the members of the National Council on the Arts (who are present and voting) approve
of the grant or contract involving an· expenditure for such purpose.":
(3)(A) That part of subsection (c) of section 5 of such Act which
precedes clause (1) 9 is amended by striking out "the Federal Council
on the Arts and the Humanities and".
. (B) In ;;Iauses (1) and (2) of such subsection (c) such Act io is
. amended by striking out "production" each time it appears and in-
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l!O u.s.c.A: 1 95H7>.
l!O U.S.C.A. § 952(d).

9. 20 U.S.C.A. § 954(c) prec. (1).
10. 20 u.s.c.A. § 954(c)(l), (2).
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sertirig in lieu thereof "projects and productions"; and, in clause (3)
of such subsection, such Act 11 is amended by striking out "projects"
and inserting in lieu thereof "projects and productions".
(C) Clause (2) of such subsection (c) 1 ~ is. further amended by
striking out "in many areas of the country" and inserting in lieu
thereof "for geographic or economic reasons''.
.
(D) Clause (5) of such subsection (c) 13 is amended by striking
out "and planning in the arts" and in·serting in lieu thereof ", planning, and publications relating to the purposes of this subsection" ..
(E) Such subsection (c) 14 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: ''In the case of publications under
clause (5) of this subsection such publications may be supported
without regard for the provisions of section 501 of title 44, United
States Code, only if the Chairman consults with the Joint Committee
on Printing of the- Congress and the Chairman submits to the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare of the Senate and the Committee
on Education and Labor of the House of Representatives a report
justifying any exemption from such section 501.".
(4) (A) Paragraph (1) of subsection (g) of section 5 of such Act 15
is amended by striking out "the Federal Council on the Arts and the
Humanities and".
(B) That part of paragraph (2) which precedes clause (A) of such
subsection (g) iG is amended (i) by striking out "such assistance"
and inserting in lieu thereof "assistanc.e under this subsection" and
(ii) by striking out "prior to the-first day of such fiscal year" and
inserting in lieu thereof "at such time as shall be specified by the
Chairman".
(C) Clause (B) of paragraph (2) of such subsection (g) 17 is
amended by striking out "except that in the case of the first fiscal
year in which the State is allotted funds after the enactment of this
Act, a plan may provide that not to exceed $25,000 of such funds may
be expended to conduct a study to 1ilan the development of a State 1
agency in the State and to establish such an agency;".
(D) Such subsection (g) 18 is amended by striking out paragraphs
(3) and ( 4) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"(3) Of the sums available to carry out this subs\!ction for any
fiscal year, each State which has a plan approved by the Chairman
shall be allotted at least $200,000. If the sums appropriated are insufficient to make the allotments under the preceding sentence in
full, such sums shall be allotted among such States in equal amounts.
In any case where the sums available to carry out this subsection
for any fiscal year are in excess of the amount required to make the
allotments under the first sentence of this paragraph" (A) the amount of such excess which is no greater than 25
per centum of the sums available to carry out this subsection
for any fiscal year shall be available on)y to the Chairman for
11.

7.
8.

ARTS AND HUMANITIES AMENDMENTS

12.

13.
14.

20
20
20
20

U.S.C.A.
U.S.C.A.
U.S.C.A.
U.S.C.A.

§
§
§
§

954(c)(3).
954(c)(2).
954(c) (5).
954(c).

l U.S.Cong. & Adm.News '73-34

1s. 20
16 . . 20
17. 20
1a. 20
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", except that a Chairman may receive a gift without a recommendation .from the Council to provide support for any application or project which can be approved without Council reco'mmendation under
the provisi~ns of sections 6(f) and 8(f), and may receive a gift of
$15,000,. or Jess, without Council recommendation in the event the
Council fails to provide such recommendation within a reasonable
. period of time".
1
(10) Clause ( 4) of subsection (a) of section 10 29 is amended by
d_eleting the semicolon at 'the end thereof and by inserting in lieu
· thereof the following: ": Provided, however, That any advisory panel
appointed to review or make recommendations with respect to the
approval of applications or projects for funding shall have broad
geograP.hic representation;".
(11) Section 11 of such Act 30 is amended by striking out subsections (a) and (b) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"Sec. 11. (a)(l)(A) For the purpose of carrying out section
5(c), there-are authorized to be appropriated to the National Endowment for the Arts, $54,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1974, $90,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, and $113,500,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976. For the purpose
of carrying out section 5(g), there are authorized to be appropriated
to the National Endowment for the Arts $11,000,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1974. Not less than 20 per centum of the funds
appropriated µnder the first sentence of this paragraph for the fiscal
years ending June 30, 1975, and June 30, 1976, may be used only for
the purpose of carrying out section 5(g).
"(B) For the purposes of carrying out section 7(c),. there are
authorized to be appropriated to the National Endowment for the
Humanities $65,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974,
$90,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, and $113,500,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976.
"(2) There are authorized to be appropriated for each fiscal year
ending prior to July 1; 1976, to the National Endowment for the Arts
and to the National Endowment for the Humanities, an amount equal
to the total amounts received by each Endowment under section IO( a)
(2), except that the amount so appropriated for any fiscal year shall
not exceed the following limitations:
"(A) For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974, $15,000,000.
"(B) For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, $20,000,000.
"(C) For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, $25,000,000.
· "(b)(l) Sums appropriated pursuant to subsection (a) for any
fiscal year shall remain available for obligation and expenditure
until expended,
"(2) In order to afford adequate notice to interested persons of
available. assistance under this Act, appropriations authorized under
s_ubsection (a) are authorized to be included in the measu_re making
appropriations for the fiscal year preceding the fiscal year for which
such appropriations become available for obligation.".
29.
30.

20 U.S.C.A. § 959(a)(4).
20 U.S.C.A. § 960(a), (b).
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(12) Sections 13 and 14 of such Act 31 are repealed.
(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall be effective on
and after July 1, 1973.
HU11L-\J\ITIES GRANTS

Sec. 3. Section 7(d) of the National Foundation on the Arts and·
the Humanities Act of 1965 32 is amended by adding after the phrase
"Federal programs" a comma and then the words "designated State
humanities agencies".
AMENDMF:NT TO THE LIBRARY SERVICES CONSTRUCTION ACT,
INCLUDING RESEARCH LIBRARIES IN THE DEFINITION
OF "PUBLIC LIBRARY"

Sec. 4. (a) Section 3(5) of the Library Services and Construction
Act 33 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
sentence: "Such term also includes a research library, which, for the
purposes of this sentence, means a library which"(A) makes its services available to the public free of charge;
"(B) has extensive collections of books, manuscripts, and
other materials suitable for scholarly research which are not
available to the public through public libraries;
"(C) engages in the dissemination of humanistic knowledge
through services to readers, fellowships, educational _and cultural programs, publication of significant research, and other
activities; and
_
"(D) is not an integral part of an institution of higher educatio.n.".
.
(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be effective on
Jurie 30, 1973, and only with respect to appropriations for fiscal years
beginning after such date.
.
Approved Oct. 19, 1973.

INDIANS-JUDGMENTS-DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS
For Lcgislati<.·c History of Act, seep. 2311

PUBLIC LAW 93-134; 87 STAT. 466
cs. 1016]
An Act to provide for the use or distribution of funds appropriated in
satisfaction of certain judgments of the Indian Claims Commission

and the· Court of Claims, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That:
Notwithstanding any other law, all use or distribution of funds
appropriated in satisfaction of a judgment of the Indian Claims
Commission or the Court of Claims in favor of any Indian tribe,
band, group, pueblo, or community (hereinafter referred to as "Indian tribe"), together with any interest earned thereon, after payment of attorney fees and litigation expenses, shall be made pursuant to the provisions of this Act.
31.
32.

532

INDIANS-JUDGMENT~FUNDS

20 u.s.c.A. u 962. 963.
20 U.S.C.A. § 956(d).

33.

533

20 U.S.C.A. § 351a(5).
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developing the same critical backlog that has developed m the severely
overworked Fifth Circuit.
.4. 10th Cii-.cuit
This circuit of six judges last received an additional judge in 1961.
The total . caseload per judgeship is 91 as compared with the national
average of 74, and the refined caseload per judgeship is 64 as compared
with the national average of 62. The projection for refined caseload
per judgeship for 1972 is 80.
The backlog in this circuit rose from 135 cases in fiscal 1960 to 400
cases at the beginning of fiscal 1967. During fiscal 1967 the court was
able to. reduce its backlog to 354 cases, but this was the result of a special
drive that enlisted the assistance of visiting judges, and more than 31 percent
of the workload in fiscal 1967. was handled by outside help. In fiscal
1966, about 13 percent of the docket was handled by visiting judges. The
circuit has been able to maintain reasonable promptness in the disposition
of cases, and the median time is less than 6 months, somewhat below the
national average. Only one case on the docket has been pending for more
than 3 months.
Your co.mmittee believes that an additional judge is needed in the 10th
Circuit at this time to permit the circuit to hold its own in the face of
rising caseloads. In fiscal 1%7 there were 100 appeals per judgeship
commenced in this circuit as compared with the national average of 90.

EDUCATION-ARTS AND THE HUMANITIES
P.L. 90--348, see page $23

House Report (Education and Labor Committee) No. 1066,
Jan. 30, 1968. [To accompany H.R. 11308]
Senate Report (Labor and Public Welfare Committee) No.11~>3,
May 3, 1968 [To accompany H.R. 11308]
Conference Report No. 1511, June 3, 1968 [To accompany H.R. 11308]
Cong. Record Vol. 114 (1968)
DATES OF CONSIDERATION AND PASSAGE
House Feb. 27, June sl-'9:6sl
Senate May 7, May 29, 1968
The Senate Report and the Conference Report are set out.

SENATE REPORT

NO~

1103

ARTS AND THE HUMANITIES
PURPOSE OF THE BILL
The National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1%5
(Public Law 89-209) was the enabling legislation which authorized the
establishment of the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Endowment for the Humanities. As enacted, Public Law 89-209 provided
funding authorization for the 3 fiscal years 1%6, 1967, and 1968. The reported bill, H.R. 11308, provides for further funding of programs under the
National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965 through
fiscal 1970, arid makes certain other changes of a technical nature.

'lifii~
ra y un e
n o·
,
e tral mission
was support of the arts and humanities throughout the United States, was
widely commended. Congressional action thus recognized the unique value
of the arts and the humanities to.the Nation, and what is perhaps more important, funds were made available to support that recognition.
Due to the landmark nature of the original legislation, it was deemed
proper that the initial activities growing from it would be looked upon as a
type of pilot project. Accordingly, step increases in funding over the life
of the bill were not authorized; funding was kept on the same level for the
3 fiscal years of 1966, 1%7, and 1968.
During this initial 3-year period of operation, the National Endowment
for the Arts and the National Endowment for the Humanities-the operative agencies for the National· Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities-experimented with various methods of mounting a truly national program in the arts and the humanities. In addition, each Endowment· gradually entered broader areas of program activity. In the process ,of developing effective. programs, ways to improve the enabling legislation came
to light. Therefore, with the 3-year authorization coming to a close, and
with knowledge of the desirability of continuing and extending Federal
support for the arts and the humanities through the established Endowments, an administration proposal wa~ transmitted to the Senate and was
duly introduced for consideration.
COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION OF THE BILL

t!tHE Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, to which was referred
the bill (H.R. 11308) to amend the National Foundation on the Arts and
·the Humanities Act of 1965, having considered the same, reports favorably
thereon with an amendment and recommends that the bill as amended do
pass.

In the 1965 consideration of the legislation which led to enactment of
Public Law 89-209, joint hearings were held by the Senate Special Subcommittee on Arts and Humanities and the House Special Subcommittee
on Labor. Both the Senate and House subcommittees noted that joint
hearings prevented duplication of effort. Therefore, upon introduction of
the administration's bills, S. 2061 and H.R. 11308, to amend the National
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ARTS AND THE HUMANITIES

the general vitality of the Endowments and the desirability of continuation
of the program, discus_sio_n was held on the following matters and various
ameridments were considered.
The committee has noted with approval the accomplishments of the State
arts agencies authorized by the National Foundation on the Arts and the
Humanities Act of 1965, and urges the National Endowment for the
Humanities to initi?.te programs which will achieve similar goals. The
"public programs" described in the hearings document "Programs of the
National Endowment for the Humanities, Present and Planned" look in
that direction, and the committee urges that these public programs be developed in a manner which will extend Federal assistance as broadly as
possible.

As originally introduced, section 6 of S. 2061 amended section 11 (a) and
II (b) of Public Law 89-209 by providing an open-ended authorization of
funds for an unlimited number of years. An amendment to S. 2061 was.
accepted which set specific funding authorizations for a 2-year period.
A new section 7 to S. 2061 was accepted which modified the definitions
of "the arts" and "the humanities" contained in sections 3(a) and 3(b) of
Public Law 89-209.
In addition, various minor technical amendments were made in the bill

The committee also noted favorably the efforts .being made to broaden
audience support of the performing arts and suggests consideration of
parallel efforts in the area of the visual arts. Increased public attendance
at showings of paintings, for example, would serve to bring to wider public
attention .the works of individual artists, thus affording an opportunity to
broaderi the base of P,ublic su ort.
. ':·::-·~~J,?0:".~~~~'f'X'.'~~'~
"fhe?committ
dis J1.;t-~";:t~'t~~~sr.r.,,

'ekistics" within the definition of "arts"
and "humanities" was considered. "Ekistics" has ·been defined by its
founder, Constantinos Doxiades, the noted city planner, as the science of
human settl~ent. It aims to treat the problems of human environment
utilizing mariy disciplines working together through the use of modern
systems analysis. While noting with favor the work of Doxiades and the
value of the ekistical' approach, for the time being, the committee felt that
adding the phrase "and the study and application of the (arts/humanities]
to the human environment"- to the definition of arts and humanities would
accomplish the end desired.
COMMITTEE AMENDMENTS
The committee ordered reported H.R. 11308 after substituting the text
of S. 2061, amended as follows:
As originally introduced, section 4 of S. 2061 amended sections 6(b) and
8(f) of Public Law 89-209 by providing that the Chairman of each Endowment could approve grant applications if the Council of that Endowment had not made a recommendation .within a reasonable time or had
waived the requirement of approval below a specific amount with enunciated policy terms. An amendment to S. 2061 was accepted which made
certain the terms under which the Chairman of each Endowment could
approve or disapprove a grant application.

2094

s. 2061.
MAJOR PROVISIONS OF THE AMENDED BILL
Section 1
Section 1 of H.R. 11308 amends section 3( f) of Public Law 89-209 by
. broadening the definition of the term "workshop." Section 3(f) as presently written limits the definition of "workshop" to those conducted in the
arts. The amended sectian 3(f) will allow for workshops in the humanities
as well as in the arts, thereby utilizing this tool for the dissemination of
academic knowledge.
Section 2
Section 2 of H.R. 11308 amends section S(c) of Public Law 89-209 by
providing the National Endowment for the Arts with authority to support,
through contracts, projects for which the present grant-in-aid procedure is
not feasible. In this connection, contracts could be made with groups and
individuals to conduct programs and projects for which matching funds
are not available, as in the case of a study to be made or a new organization to foster. Therefore section S(f) of Public Law 89-209 is also amended to allow the Endowment to utilize up to 20 percent of its general program S(c) money on a nonmatching basis, without requiring that the applicant demonstrate its unsuccessful attempts to raise .an equal amount of
matching funds as is presently required by the act.

Section S
Section 3 of H.R. 11308 amends section S(h) (3) and section S(h) (5)
of Public Law 89-209 by providing that funds allotted, but not granted, to
the State arts councils would be made available to fund general program
activities of the National Endowment for the Arts under section S(c) of
the public law. As presently written, S(h) (5) provides that allotted but
ungranted State arts council funds are available to carry out gerieral program activities only to the extent that the value of gifts received by the
Endowment pursuant to section IO( a) (2) exceeds those funds appropriated
under section 11 (b).
Section 4
Section 4 of H.R. 11308 amends section 6(b) and section 8(f) of Public
Law 29-209 by granting to the Chairman of each Endowment the authority
to approve or disapprove an application for a grant, without individual
action by the Endowment Council at one of its meetings if (1) the grant
application is for $5,000 or less; (2) the Council has delegated such au2
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"workshop," found i?. section 3 (f) of the National Foundation on the
Arts and the Humamt1es Act of 1965, to include other activities as well
as productions. Section 2 of the bill would authorize the National Endowment ~or ~he Arts to carry out a program of contracts with, as well
as grants~!Il-a1d to, appropriate groups and individuals. The bill would
also provide technical amendments to the act and would authorize continuance of existing programs under the act administered by the Foundation; the 1965 act authorized funding for those programs through the
fiscal year 1968 and the bill would continue authorization for funding
through the fiscal year 19 6 9.
. This D~partment appreciates the role of the Foundation, established
~n 1965, Ill encouraging high standards of performance and scholarship
m the arts a?d. humanities and in supporting research, publication, and
fuller apprec1ation by the public of the arts and of humanistic studies.
The proposed legislation is in harmony with these objectives· we would,
therefore, recommend its enactment.
'
We are advised by the Bureau of the Budget that the enactment of
this proposed legislation would be in accord with the program of the
President.
Sincerely,
\V1Lnun J. CoJIEN,

Under Secretary.

CONFERENCE REPORT NO. 1511

STATEMENT OF THE MANAGERS ON THE
PART OF THE HOUSE
The managers on the part of the House at the conference on the dis•greeing votes of the two Houses on the amendment of the Senate to
he biJI (H.R. 11308) to amend the National Foundation on the Arts and
'~e Humanities Act of 1965, submit the following statement in explanation
' the effect of the action agreed upon by the conferees and recommended
the accompanying conference report:
Th~ Senate struck ~ut all of the House bill after the enacting clause
l1<I mserted a substitute amendment. The committee of conference
1as agreed to a substitute for both the House bill and the Senate amend'1Cnt.. Except for technical, clarifying, and conforming changes, the
ollowmg statement explains the differences between the House bill and
'1e substitute agreed to in conference.
• T~e House bill removed the authority contained in existing law for the
•ahonal Endowment for the Arts to make grants to individuals. The
.enate a~endment reta_ined provisions of existing law in this respect and
lUs contmued to permit grants to individuals. The conference substitute
ermits grants to be made to individuals, but limited to those "of exceponal talent".
.The Hous.e bill amended section 6(b) and 8(f) of existing Jaw to per•tt the Ch_a1~en of_ the respective Endowments to approve or disapprove
ran_t a~ph~atlons_ without a Council recommendation in the case of an)
;>phcat1on mvolv1_ng $10,000 or Jess, provided such action was taken purian~ to a delegation of authority from the Council to the Chairman, and
rov1ded that each such action is reported to the Council. The Senate
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amendment contained similar authority, but only in the case of applications involving $5,000 or less, and provided that each such action is reviewed by the Council. The conference substitute retained the Honse
figure of $10,000, and retained the Senate language requiring that each
such action be reviewed by the Council.
The House bill authorized appropriations for fiscal year 1969 only.
The Senate amendment authorized appropriations for fiscal year 1969
and fiscal year 1970. The conference substitute authorizes appropriations
for both fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970.
The House bill authorized the appropriation to the National Endowment
for the Arts for the purpose of carrying out section 5(c) and the functions transferred by section 6(a) of $5,100,000 for fiscal year 1969. As
indicated above it authorized no appropriation for these purposes for
fiscal year 1970. The Senate amendment authorized the appro~riation
to the National Endowment for the Arts for the purpose of carrying out
section 5(c) and the functions transferred by section 6(a) of $6 m~ll~on
for fiscal year 1969. The Senate amendment also authorized $6.5 m1~l10n
for these purposes for the fiscal year 1970. The conference substitute
authorizes the appropriation to the National Endowment for the Arts
for the purposes of sections 5(c) and 6(a) of $6 million for the fiscal
year 1969 and $6.5 million for the fiscal year 1970.
The House bill authorized the appropriation to the National Endowment for the Humanities for the purpose of carrying out section 7(c) of
$4.1 million for fiscal year 1969. As indicated above, it authorized no appropriation for these purposes for fiscal year 1970. The Senate amendment authorized the appropriation to the National Endowment for the
Humanities for the purpose of carrying out section 7(c) of $8 million
for fiscal year 1969 and $9 million for fiscal year 1970. The conference
substitute authorizes the appropriation to the National Endowment for
the Humanities for the purposes of section 7(c) of $8 million for fiscal
year 1969 and $9 million for fiscal year 1970.
The House bill did not authorize the appropriation of funds for the
purpose of supporting State arts programs under secti_o~ 5(h) for_ fiscal
year 1970. The Senate amendment authorized $2.5 m1lhon for this purpose for fiscal year 1970. The conference substitute adopted the Senate
provision on this point. In this connection, the conf~rees u:gc t~e National Endowment for the Arts to give sympathetic cons1derat10n to
support of worthy State arts projects if the funds appropriated to carry
out the purpose of section 5(h) proye inadequate to support such worthy
projects.
The House bill authorized the appropriation to each Endowment of an
amount equal to the total of amounts received by that Endowment under
section lO(a) (2) of the Act. The Senate amendment provided a similar
authorization, except that the amount appropriated to each Endowment
for these purposes could not exceed $3,250,000 for fiscal year 1969, and
$3,500,000 for fiscal year 1970. The conference substitute authorized
the appropriation to each Endowment of an amount equal to the total
of amounts received by that Endowment under section lO(a) (2) of the
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1970. Sums appropriated under the authority of this section remain available until expended.
Section 11 (b) is amended to authorize the appropriation to each Endowment up to $3.25 million for fiscal 1969 and $3.5 million for fiscal 1970
for the purposes of carrying out section !O(a) (2) of Public Law 89-209.
Section 11 ( c) authorizes the appropriation of such sums as may be necessary to administer the provisions of Public Law 89-209.
Section 7

Sections 3(a) and 3(b) of Public Law 89-209 are amended to include
within the definitions of the arts and the humanities the phrase "and the
>tudy and application of the (humanities/arts] to the human environment."
[n section 3(a) the reference to "language, both modern and classic" is
amended to read "language, both modern. and classical."
AGENCY REPORTS
NATION.\L FOUNDATION ON THE
ARTS AND THE HUMANITIES,
Washington, D. C., July

24, 1967.

Hon. LISTER HILL,
Chafrman, Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
U. S. Sena.le, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is In reply to your recent requests to the
National Endowment for the Arts and the National Endowment for the
Humanities for a report on S. 2061 which would amend the National
Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965.
S. 2061 would amend the National Foundation on the Arts and the
Humanities Act of 1965 In accordance with legislative recommendations
made jointly by the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Endowment for the Humanities. These recommendations are In accord
with the program of the President. In our view, the amendments proPosed are necessary in order to Improve administration of the Endowments' programs and, more Importantly, to provide sufficient appropriation authorizations In order to enable the Endowments, in some measure,
to meet the very pressing financial needs in this country of those organliations and individuals engaged in artistic and scholarly pursuits.
On July 12 and 13, the Senate Special Subcommittee on Arts and Humanities and the House Special Subcommittee on Labor held joint hearings
on S. 2061 at which representatives of both Endowments testified. At that
time, a number of public witnesses presented convincing testimony as to
the urgent needs in both of these areas.
It is our understanding that late in August the Special Subcommittee
on Arts and Humanities of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare will be holding another day of hearings to discuss the details
of this legislation and we look forward to the opportunity to further
discuss the legislation with the subcommittee at that time.
We strongly urge that favorable consideration be given to the enactment of S. 2061 and will be happy to provide any additional jnformatlon
you may desire.
The Bureau of the Budget advises us that there is no objection to the
;iubmisslon of this report and that enactment of S. 2061 would be In ac~ord with the program of the President.
Sincerely yours,
ROGER L. STEVENS,
Chairman, National En4owment for the Arts.

BARNABY C. KEENEY,
Chairman, National Endowment for the Humanities.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION,
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR,
Washington, D. C., August 22, 1961.

Hon. LISTER HILL,
Chainmm, Committee on Labor a11d Public Welfare,
U. S. Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in further reply to your request of July
10, 1967, for the views of the Foundation on S. 2061, a bill to amend the
National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965.
The National Science Foundation endorses S. 2061 and believes that its
enactment will facilitate the carrying out of the mission of the National
Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities.
We should like to comment on three points which we believe are of
particular significance:
(1) Section 4 of the bill would amend sections 6 ( b) and 8 ( f) of the
act to provide that in cases where a Council has delegated authority to
the Chairman, the Chairman may approve applications for financial
assistance without securing the specific approval of the Council. The
amendment would have the effect of also permitting the Chairman to
reject applications without submitting them to the Council.
During its history the National Science Foundation has progressed
from the initial requirement that the National Science Board approve
every research award and fellowship to the present situation where pursuant to statutory authorization the Board has delegated to the Director
of the Foundation the authority to make most awards without securing
the specific approval of the Board. This greater authority in the chief
executive officer of the National Science Foundation has proven both
necessary and desirable as the agency has grown. We, therefore, conclude that a similar evolution in the awardmaking procedures in the arts
and humanities will be necessary and valuable.
( 2) Section 5 of the bill would amend section 10 of the act to permit
an endowment to obtain sums from the special fund established under
section 11 ( b) of the act to match funds donated with a condition that
other funds of the endowment shall be used for the purposes of the gift.
We believe that this expanded authority will be useful in encouraging
private contributions to the Foundation.
( 3) Section 6 of the bill would provide an authorization for appropriations In fiscal year 1969 and each subsequent fiscal year. We believe
this change Is desirable since it is obviously important that support of
activities in the arts and humanities should be placed on a continuing
basis.
The Bureau of the Budget has advised us that it has no objection to
the submission of this report and that enactment of S. 2061 would be
in accord with the President's program.
Sincerely yours,
LELA:SD .J. lIAWOitTH, Director.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, A:SD \\'ELFAHE,
.411gust Z9, 1967.

Hon. LISTER HILL,
Chflirman, Committee on f,a/Jor mid Public lVelfarn,
U. S. Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. CnAIRMAN: This letter is in response to your request of

July 10, 1967, for a report on S. 2061, a bill to amend the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965.
This bill, we understand, embodies a legislative proposal submitted
to the Congress by the National Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities. Section 1 of the bill would expand significantly the definition of
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~pf'. P':L.<90-346

LAWS OF 90TH CONG.-2ND SESS.

June 18

·Sec. 2. The first section of this Act shall apply with respect to
.amounts paid or incurred on or after January 1, 1968.
·Approved June 18, 1968.

June 18

ARTS AND THE HUMANITIES

P.L. 90-348

EDUCATION-ARTS AND THE HUMANITIES
For Legislative History of Act, seep. 2090

PUBLIC LAW 90-348; 82 STAT. 184

CIRCUIT JUDGES-INCREASE IN NUMBER
For Legislative History of Act, seep. 2086

PUBLIC LAW 90-347; 82 STAT. 183
[S. 2349]

An Act to provide for the appointment of additional circuit Judges.

'Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That: ·
The President shall appoint, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate, one additional circuit judge for the third circuit, two
additional circuit judges for the fifth circuit, one additional circuit
·.. judg~ for the sixth circuit, four additional circuit judges for the
ninth circuit, and one additional circuit judge for the tenth circuit.
Sec. 2. Section l(c) of the Act-of March 18, 1966 (80 Stat. 75), 6
pertaining to the appointment of four additional circuit judges for
the fifth circuit is hereby amended in part by deleting the final sente~ce, providing, "The first four vacancies occurring in the office of
circuit judge in said circuit shail not be filled." These judgeships
are hereby made permanent and the present incumbents of such
judgeships shall henceforth hold their offices under section 44 of
title 28, United States Code, as amended by this Act.
,
Sec. 3. In order that the table contained in section 44(a) of title
28 of the United States Code 1 will reflect the changes made by sec. tions 1 and 2 in the number of circuit judges for said circuits, such
-table is amended to read as follows with respect to said circuits:
"Circuits

•

•

•

•

*

•

•

·-·--....._Number of judges

•

•

•

Third •................................................... Nine

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

*

•

*

Fifth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fifteen
Sixth .......•............................................. Nine

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ninth • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thirteen
Tenth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Seven"

Approved June 18, 1968.
6. 28 U.S.C.A. § 44 note.
7. 28 U.S.C.A. § 44&.

"(f) The total amount of any grant to any group pursuant to subsection (c) of this section shall not exceed 50 per centum of the total
cost of such project or production, except that not more than 20 per
centum of the funds allotted by the National Endowment for the Arts
for the purposes of subsection (c) for any fiscal year may be availabie for grants and contracts in that' fi13cal year without regard to
such limitation."
(b) Section 5(j) and section 5(k) of the National Foundation on.
the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965 10 are amended by inserting
after the words "or individual" wherever they appear in such subsections the following: "of exceptional talent".
10.
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20 U.S.C.A. § 954(j) and (k).
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out section 7(c) of this Act there is hereby authorized to be appropriated to the National Endowment for the Humanities $8,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969, and $9,000,000 for the fiscal
year .ending June 30, 1970. In addition, there is hereby authorized
to be appropriated to the National Endowment for the Arts for the
purposes of section 5(h) the sum of $2,000,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1969, and $2,500,000 for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1970. Sums appropriated under the authority of this subsection
shall remain available until expended. For each subsequent fiscal
year such sur,ns may be appropriated .as the Congress may hereafter
authorize by law to carry out the provisions of this subsection."
(b) amending subsection (b) to read as follows:
"(b) In addition to the sums authorized by subsection (a), there
is authorized to be appropriated to each Endowment an amount equal
to the total of amounts received by that Endowment under section
10.(a) (2) of this Act, except that the amount so appropriated for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1969, and the amount so appropriated for
the.fiscal year ending June 30, 1970, shall not aggregate more than
$13,500,000. Amounts appropriated to an Endowment under this subsection shall remain available until expended. For each subsequent
fiscal year such sums may be appropriated as the Congress may hereafter authorize by law to carry out the provisions of this subsection."
(c) repealing subsection (c).
(d) redesignating subsections "(d)" and "(e)" as subsections
"{c)" and "(d)".
Sec. 7. Section 3(a) and section 3(b) of the National Foundation
on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965.15 are amended to read
as follows:
"(a) The term 'humanities' includes, but is not limited to, the
study of the following: language, both modern and classical ; linguistics; literature; history; jurisprudence; philosophy; archeology; the history, criticism, theory, and practice of the arts; those
aspects of the social sciences which have humanistic content and ·
employ humanistic methods; and the study and application of the
humanities to the human environment.
"(b) The term 'the arts' includes, but is not limited to, music (in. strumental and vocal), dance, drama, folk art, creative writing,
architecture and allied fields, painting, sculpture, photography,
graphic and craft arts, industrial design, costume and fashion design, motion· pictures, television, radio, tape and sound recording,
the arts related to the presentation, performance, execution, and
exhibition of such major art forms, and the study and application
of the arts to.the human environment."
Approved June 18, 1968.
·
15•. ZO U.S.C.A. § 952(a) and (b).
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SPECIAL DRAWING RIGHTS ACT

P.L. 90-349

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND~PECIAL
DRAWING RIGHTS ACT
For Legislative History of Act, seep. 2102

PUBLIC LAW 90-349; 82 STAT. 188
[H. R. 16911]
An Act to provide for United States participation in. the facility based on
Special Drawing Rights in the International Monetary Fund, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That:
This Act may be cited as the "Special Drawing Rights Act."
Sec. 2. The President is hereby authorized (a) to accept .the
amendment to the articles of agreement of the International Monetary Fund (hereinafter referred to as the "Fund"), attached to the
April 1968 report by the Executive Directors to the Board of Governors of the Fund, for the purpose of (i) establishing a facility
based on Special Drawing Rights in .the Fund and (ii) giving effect to certain modifications in the present rules and practices of
the Fund, and (b) to participate in the special drawing account established by the amendment.
Sec. 3. (a) Special Drawing Rights allocated to the United
States pursuant to article XXIV of the Articles of Agreement. of
the Fund and Special Drawing Rights otherwise acquired by the
United St~tes shall be credited to the account of, and administered
as part of, the Exchange Stabilization Fund established by section
IO of the Gold Reserve Act of 193.4, as amended (31 U.S.C. 822a).
(b) The proceeds resulting from the use of Special Dr~wing
Rights by the United States, and payments of interest to the United
States pursuant to article XXVI, article XXX, and article XXXI of
the Articles of Agreement of the Fund, shall be deposited in the
Exchange Stabilization Fund. Currency payments by the United
States in· return for Special Drawing Rights, and payments of charges or assessments pursuant to article ·xXVI, article XXX, ·and article
XXXI of the Articles of Agreement of the Fund, shall be made from
the resources of the Exchange Stabilization Fund.
Sec. 4. (a) The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to issue
· to the Federal Reserve banks, and such banks_ shall purchase, Special
Drawing Right certificates in such form and in such denominations
as he may determine, against any Special Drawing Rights held to the
credit of the Exchange Stabilization Fund. Such certificates shall
be issued and remain outstanding only for the purpose of financing
the acquisition of Special DtaWing Rights or for financing exchange
stabilization operations. The amount of Special Drawing Right
certificates issued and outstanding shall at no time exceed the valu.e
of the Special Drawing Rights held against the Special Drawing
Rights certificates. The proceed:; resulting from the issuance of
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